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The Relative ProductivityHypothesis of Industrialization:
The American Case, 1820 to 1850
ABSTRACT
The American Northeast industrialized
rapidly from about 1820 to 1850, while the South remained
agricultural. Industrialization in the Northeast was substantially
powered during these decades by female and
child labor, who comprised about 45of the manufacturing work force in 1832. Wherever manufacturingspread in the Northeast, thewages of females and children relative to thoseof adult men increasedgreatly from levels in the agricultural sector which
were previously quite low.
Our hypothesis of early industrializationis that such development proceeds first in areas whoseagriculture, for various reasons, puts a low value on females and children
relative to adult men. The lower the"relative productivity" of femalesand children in the pre—industrial agricultural or traditionaleconomy the earlier will manufacturingevolve, the Proportionatelygreater will the relative wages for femalesand childrenincrease, andthe relatively more manufacturedgoods willthe economy produce.
A two—sector model whichincorporates a difference in "relative
productivity" between two economies is usedto develop seven propositions
relating to the process of early industrializationData from two early
censuses of manufactures, 1832 and1850, and other sources provide evidence for our hypothesis,
demonstrating, for example, the low relative
productivity of females and children in theNortheast agriculturalsector, and the increase in relativewages for these laborers with industrialization.
We conclude that factors with low
relative productivity in agriculture were instrumental in the initial
adoption of the factory system and of
industrialization in general in theU.S., and we believe these results
are applicable to contemporaryphenomena in developing countries.
Claudia Goldin
Kenneth Sokoloff Department of Economics
11655 Mayfield Avenue, No. 6 University of Pennsylvania
Los Angeles, California 90049 3718 Locust Walk/CR
Philadelphia, PA 19104
(215) 243—7733"Extensive manufactures can only be the offspring ofa redundant, at
least of a full population."
•. ingeneral, women and children are rendered more useful, and the
latter more early useful, by manufacturing establishmentsthan they
would otherwise be."
Alexander Hamilton, Report on Manufactures (1791),
reprinted in F.W.Taussig,editor, State Papers and
Speeches on the Tan. ff (1892), p. 3 and p. 19.
1.0Introduction: The Role of Females and Children in IndustrialDevelopment
Therearediverse and complex reasons why certain countries haveindustrial-
izedearly in their histories and why within countries there has beenregional
variation in industrial development. Onecontributing factor to the early
industrial history of the U.S., whichappears to have more universal signi-
ficance, is the productivity of females and of children relativeto that of
men within the agricultural sector. The contributions of thisfactor, which
we term "relative productivity," to the evolution of thefactory system and to
regional variation in industrial development have beensubstantially underrated,
although they were clearly recognized by those living at the time.Our study
focuses on the influence of the single factor"relative productivity," on
the nature and the location of early industrialdevelopment in the U.S.
We will show that the labor forces ofearly manufacturing firms in the U.S.
were comprised largely of females and children, thatwages of females and
children relative to adult men rose withindustrialization, and that industrial
development seemed to flourish in areas which previously had lowrelative
productivities of females and children in the agriculturalsector.
In countries having high birth rates, a significantproportion of the total
population will be between ten and twenty-five years (35% in thecase of the U.S.
in 1820), and the young will comprise an evenlarger fraction of the potential—2—
laborforce. The efficient employment of the young and of women outside their
child-bearing years can make a substantial difference in the standard of living
of the entire populace.It is thus not surprising that the Industrial Revolu-
tion both in the U.S. and in Great Britain was, at least initially, powered by
these laborers.
Prior to industrialization the relative productivity within the agri-
cultural sector of the young and of females was low in the hay, wheat, and
dairy regions of the North. But relative productivity was substantially higher
in the cotton, sugar, rice, and tobacco regions of the South, where slavery
had long been established and industrial development lagged behind that of the
Northeastand differed in form. The ratio of manufacturing and mining output
tothat in agriculture in the non-South was almost nine times that in theSouth
in1860; the ratio of manufacturing and mining output to all commodity output
in the non-South was about five times that in the South.
During the pre-industrial period, females and children in the Northeast
were typically perceived and described as "redundant" laborers. The introduction
of machinery andthefactory system radically changed this view. By 1832 about
45% of the industrial work force in the American Northeast was young and female,
although this percentage peaked not soon thereafter. Furthermore a remarkably
high percentage of all young New England women were employed in manufacturing,
even though the factory system was still in its infancy. As the manufacturing
sector expanded, wages for females and the young relative to those for adult males
rose rapidly. But as the century progressed various changes, including the large
Irish immigration, served to increase the supply of unskilled workers andtoslow
the increase in this wagerelative.
The period from 1820to1850isgenerally viewed as encompassingthe
Industrial Revolution in the U.S. Althoughin 1850theU.S. population was still-3-
primarilyagricultural, the percentage of the labor force in thatsector had
decreasedsubstantially in the three decades preceding, from 79%in 1820 to
55% by 1850, and in the North, theprimary area of industrial development,
this percentage decreased evenmore dramatically, from 75% to 30% over this
period. Significant changes occurred withinindustries regarding the nature of
work and mechanization particularly incotton textiles. But many other industries,
(e.g. iron, glass, paper, shoes), which witnessedfar less technical change and
mechanization, also saw increased scale of firm anddivision of labor during the
first half of the nineteenthcentury.
Our findings encompassmany aspects of early industrial development, but
central to this more involved tale isa critical finding about the determinants
of the location and nature ofindustrialization. Within a land richcountry
where, for various reasons, the relativeprice of unskilled male labor is high, the
factory system will locate where it can utilizethose individuals least productive
in agriculture, and it will ingeneral locate where their relative productivity
is the lowest. This "relative
productivity" hypothesis is the focal point of our
study.
This hypothesis has importantprecedents, both in the "surplus labor theory"
of W.A. Lewis (1958) and in thelabor-saving technical change literature
stimulated by H.J. Habakkuk's (1962)monograph.
2
But our framework differs
from their's in fundamentalways. We distinguish among laborers in theirpro-
ductivity within the agricultural and traditionalsectors at full employment.
Our focus is on relative productivitywithin the class of laborers, and noton
"cheap" or "dear" labor relative to capital and land.Our study also differs
from past industry studies (e.g. Ware1931) by utilizing the manuscripts of
various censuses of manufactures. (See Noteat end for descriptive material
on these sources.) We therefore do not focuson a single industry and have a-4-
large and diverse enough sample to test hypotheses about the process of early
industrialization that have previously been unexplored.
Section 2.0 presents a simple two good (A and M), two factor (Lm and Lf) model
in which two economies (N and S) differ only as regards the technology used to
produce the A good, thus incorporating a difference in "relative productivity.'t
Such a difference in "relative productivity" between sectors and between coun-
tries is only one of many possible factors determining the degree and nature of
industrialization. But because we strive to isolate the implications of this one
factor, the construction of our model is sparse, and we have standardized the
two economies in a particular way. In Section 3.1 we justify our assumption
of low initial relative productivity of females and of children in the North with
data from its pre-industrial period. Section 3.2 presents evidence on the effect
of industrial development on relative wages, labor force participation rates, and
the nature of the manufacturing production process. We summarize our findings
in Section 4.0 by reviewing the historical evidence we present on the seven
propositions developed in Section 2.0
2.0 A Two-Sector Model of Early Industrialization in America
Consider two economies (N and 5) facing the same relative output prices
(Pm"a'
and having two inputs of given amounts, male labor (1T) and female
and child labor (Lf), which are not able to migrate between the economies.
The inherent differences between these two factors may be the result of physical
strength, dexterity, job experience, maturity, skill, or cultural factors.
In the pre-industrial economy there is only an agricultural good (A), which is
relatively male labor intensive in comparison to the as yet unavailable or
unprofitable manufacturing technology (M). Our notion of "relative productivity"
isincorporated by assuming that the N economy has an agricultural technology—5-
which is more L intensive, atany set of factor prices, than is the agricultural
technology in the S economy. Each economy has aunique A good technology which
cannotbe transferred to the other.
The pre-industrial economies are illustratedin the Lerner-Pearce diagram
of Figure 1. The isoquants AN and ASrepresent equal quantities and thus equal
values of the agricultural good, assumed to bethe same in the two economies and
to be produced with homogeneous of degreeone production functions differing
in factor intensity. Ray OR gives theglobal factor intensity of the two
economies, and the intersection at point r onray OR of the two agricultural
isoquants implies that the two pre-industria]. economiesproduce identical
amounts of the A good at full employment. This
standardization assumption ensures
that any difference between the two economies inthe industrialization process
does not arise from an inherent inefficiency ofone in the production of the A
good.
The factor price ratio in the pre-industrial Neconomy, at full employment,
N . . . S isgiven by (Wf/W),andit will be lower than that given by
(Wf/W) for
the pre-industrial S economy. This difference inrelative input prices at full
employment in the pre—industrial economies is precisely whatwe mean by relative
N productivity." It is even possible that
(Wf/W)will be lower than some
reservation wage ratio, say the dashed line(w'7),whichwould imply that the
supply of Lf schedule would have a flat portion of amount(Lf*Lf) at the
reservation wage.
What happens when a manufacturing sector(M) is available to these traditional
economies? We have assumed that the M sectoris, compared to both the N and the
S agricultural sectors,Lf intensive, at all factor prices.
Isoquant M0
inFigure 1 represents a value of M equal at theoutput price ratio p0 to that
of the A output given by isoquants ANorAS. Butp0 is insufficient to induce-6--
diagram of pre-industrial economies andindustrialN
Lf









either economy to industrializeConsider a small increase inp, say to
p1 >p0,or alternatively, a smallchange in the manufacturing
technology,
sufficient to yield as the manufacturing isoquant,again with the same
value of output as thosegiven in the A sector. An increasein p, or a
Hicks-neutral technicalchange in M, shifts isoquant M towardthe origin,
that is it is equivalent
to renumbering the Misoquants.
These exogenous changesare now sufficient for the Neconomy to produce the
M good, but insufficientfor the S economy. Thusas p increases or as technology
advances, the N economy industrializes
first. The new equilibrium forthe N
economy in Figure 1 will be a factorprice ratio of (wf/w)N1
,pro-
duct ion of and,andfactor intensities givenby Dc in agriculture
andObin manufacturing.Equilibrium in the Seconomy will involve the previous
factor price ratio(wf/w)S0 >(wf/w)N1.Therefore during this initialphase,
when only the Neconomy industrializes, the factorprice ratio in the N
economy rises, but does not exceed thatin the S economy. Indeed,the two
economies will have the sameinput price ratio only at thepoint of speciali-
zation in M.
Now consider another
Lerner-pearce diagram, that inFigure 2, in which
the M isoquant has beenshifted to the origin
(M2) in response either to
further increase inp or to furtherneutral technical change. Thesechanges
arenow just sufficient to induce the
S economy to produce themanufactured
good. The new equilibrium for theN economy involves a factorprice ratio
of (wf/w)N2, production of ANand ,andfactor intensities of Od inagri-
culture and Oe in
manufacturing. The factor price ratio inthe S economy
rises to (wf/w)SJ >
(wf/w)N2,but the percentage increasein the N factor
price ratio is greater than that forthe S economy. The Seconomy produces ** *M * *N *S A and M,andfor the case drawn M >A>A>M . TheN economy produces-8-
aLsolutely more M than does the S economy, and also produces a higher
ratio of (M/A) than the S economy. The factor intensities in the S economy
are Of and 0g. bounded by those in the N economy.
The following seven propositions summarize our characterization of the
pre--industrial economies and of the general equilibrium impacteither of an
increase in the relative price of manufactured goods (o) or of a neutral
technical change inducing the same effect:
• N S
(1) Prior to industrialization (Wf/W) <(WifW)
(2) As the relative price of manufactured goods rises or astechnical change
advances, the N economy industrializes first;
(3) After the introduction of the M sector in the N economy only,(wf/wm)N
increases but is less than (wf/w)S. After the introduction of the M sector
inboth economies (wf/w)N increases further and increases proportionately more
than does (wf/w)S;
(4) Factor intensities in the S economy are more alike between the two
sectors than are those in the N economy;
(5) The M sector is relatively Lf intensive, and therefore relatively
more Lf than Lm migrates to it;
(6) The N economy produces absolutely moreM than does the S economy and
alsoproduces a higher ratio of (M/A).
If the ccmplication of a Teservation wage is added: —
(7)Before the introduction of the M sector, (Lf/Lm)is higher in Sthan
inN, but the labor force participation rate of Lf increases in the N economy
with the introduction of the M sector.
Some further remarks should be made regarding propositions (3) and (6).
These propositions accurately represent the responses in the two economies
when we consider the exogenous shock to have been a small increase in the
relative price of manufactured goods or a small change in technical efficiency
of M production. If, however, we consider a global change, such as the intro-
duction of a new technology, further qualifications would be needed. But since
initial industrial development implies a small change around the point of
specialization in agriculture, we believe these propositions to bevalid-9-
characterizations of early industrialization
There are two sets of implications fromour analysis. One concerns dif-
ferences between two economies that embracea new sector, and one concerns
the impact of industrial development withinan economy. We focus primarily
on the latter with respect to the North, but alsouse our analysis to explore
the relative absence of industrialization inthe South.5 The two-sector model
summarizes the essential outlines of industrialization
during the Early Republic.
Industrial development in the U.S. at the turn ofthe nineteenth century was
fostered by production techniques that utilizednew forms of capital equipment
and that employed a greater division oflabor and the factory system of
production. The proximate cause of industrialization,though, was the increase
in the relative price of manufacturedgoods with the cessation of trade during
the Napoleonic Wars and the maintenance ofa high relative price with
the imposition of a tariff on manufacturedgoods. But it was only in the hay,
wheat, and dairy regions of the AmericanNortheast, where the wages of females
and boys relative to those for adultmen were initially low, that this industrial
development flourished.-10-
3.0 Relative Wages and the Unskilled Labor Market in Early Industrialization
3.1 Pre-Industrial Relative Productivities and Employment
Both relative wages and labor force participation rates for females and
children were low in the pre-industrial Northeast, in apparent contrast to
the general "scarcity of hands" and "dearness of labor" that characterized
the late eighteenth century adult male labor market. As the above quotations
indicate, Hamilton, like many of his contemporaries, looked toward this
under and unemployed segment of the economy to provide industrial labor power.
Boththe low initial relative productivities of females and children and their
related low labor force participation rates were to have profoundly influenced
thenature of industrial development in the U.S.
Measures of relative productivity in agriculture during the pre-industrial
Early Republic exist in only fragmentary form, and our understanding of the
sources of such differences is somewhat limited. Our quantitative knowledge
about relative wages in agriculture and in the traditional sector is given
in Table 1, which presents data on the agricultural sectors of the North and
the South at a time when industrial development was very limited and, in the
North, during the period of increasing industrialization. The data from 1808
to 1815 for Massachusetts indicate the very low relative productivity of women
and children (generally defined as less than sixteen years old) in the agri-
cultural sector. Evidence for 1832 pertaining to areas somewhat removed from
industrial development shows the same pattern.
Several difficulties have arisen in constructing these ratios for the
pre-industrial economies. As industrialization spread, wage ratios in the
agricultural sector rose, and care was taken to ensure that the wage ratios
in agriculture reflected the pre-industrial relative productivities. The com-
putation of all in-kind payments for male laborers working on monthly or yearly—11—
TABLE 1
Relative Wages for Females andBoys in the Agricultural and Traditional
Sectors of Various Economies(with and without board)
Including a Value Excluding a Value
























for board has either been addedor payment was exclusive of board.
bFemalewage divided by adult male wage; boy'swage divided by adult male wage.
cThese ratios alsoexclude values for clothing andmedical care.—12-
Notes:
(la)1808, 1811: Carroll Wright, Sixteenth Annual Report of the Commissioner
of Labor of Massachusetts, (1885). This retrospective of wages and
prices does not indicate whether or not board is included, but the
absolute level of wages indicates that it must have been. In 1808 boys
were given is/day =16.74:/dayand men 5s 0.8d84.44: per day or about
$21.70 per month. Adams has found that men were paid $16.50 inclusive
of board in 1808 in the Brandywine, (Donald Adams, "Workers on the
Brandywine: The Response to Early Industrialization" Regional Economic
History Working Paper, 1980, p. 22, Table 5). The figure given for
female domestics in the Wright report does not appear to include a value
for board, and one of $1/week has been assumed. 1815: Wright gives 504:/week
for females with boaitland 86.84:/day for males without board. A six day
week is assumed, as is $1.00/week board for females. Males with
board received 564: per day.
(ib) The figure for children is for board only and that excluding a value
for board is zero. McLane Report (1832)respondents in New York
counties almost unanimously stated that children in the agricultural
sector earned only their board, if that. Typical of their statements
are the following from the McLane Report, Vol. II "... children's
wages are not worth any thing, but to make cotton goods," (p. 38),and
"Children, under 16, cannot obtain wages; their board and washing is
generally considered of about as much value as their labor "(P.77).
(lc) 1836-1840: G. Holmes, (1912), Table 5: Ohio Farm Record of WagesPaid
Butler County Ohio. Female help: wages per week; male labor; daily wages
times 6. Means of ranges given used. The lower ratio uses the harvest wage.
(2a) Read off Figures 19 and 22 in R.W. Fogel and S.L. Engerman, Time on
the Cross (1976), Vol. I.For comparability with the florthern figures,
only females between 15 and 29 years old have been considered and only
earnings from field production have been used. The earnings have been
weighted by the age distribution of females working in the Hamilton
Mills. Dublin (1979) gives this distribution as: 39% between 15 and 19
years and 61% between 20 and 29 years. The smaller number uses the
peak male net hire as the denominator and the larger number uses a
weighted average of male net hires, 15 years and older where the weights
are the proportion in each group (Historical Statistics, 1976, p. 17).
Boys are between 10 and 15 years old for the smaller estimate of (Wb/W );
boysare defined as 15 year olds for the larger estimate for comparabihty
with the (2b) series.
(2b) Unweighted averages for southern states from U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture for the Year 1867
(Washington, 1868), p. 416. Boys were defined as not under 14 years old.
(3)Bent Hansen "Employment and Wages in Rural Egypt," American Economic Review
(June 1969), Vol. LIX, p. 307. The first figure includes all villages in
survey; the second includes only those with records for 50 weeks and over.-13-
contracts was another problem. Because male laborers onlong-term contracts
frequently received lodging in addition to board, we have constructed esti-
mates only where we could get daily hires. Finally,some of the most persuasive
evidence we have gathered on the relative cheapness of femalewages in the
traditional sector was of a qualitative nature and could not beincluded in
Table 1.
Numerous accounts of the early nineteenth century indicate thatweekly
wages for female domestics rose during the first third of the nineteenth
century (Ware 1931, p. 241) .Suchaccounts also indicate that male wages in
agriculture did not increase over these years, and therefore that relative
wages for females within the agricultural sector rose with increasing industrial-
ization. Henry Carey (1835), in his comparative study ofwages across industrial
nations, noted that in the U.S. case "agricultural labour has not varied
materially ...inits money price [from 1793 to 1833] ...thewages of men
having been very steadily about nine dollars per month [with board, but]
the wages of ...femaleshave greatly advanced being nearly double what they
were forty years since (p. 26) ."Considerablestrength is added to our
quantitative evidence on relative wages in agriculture by the commentary of.
those who lived through the period and those who have studied it intensively.
In sharp contrast to the low relative productivity of females and children
in northern agriculture are the data for the cotton and tobacco growing regions
of the South, where wage ratios were approximately double. There are several
factors that could account for this difference, among them that women in the
North rarely worked in the fields and that the wage rates used for the North
are those of domestics.6 Why females in the North did not work in the fields
or even in dairying tasks is an issue of great complexity, but one which may
be related to our explanation of differences in the agricultural production-14-
function. Differences in the relative productivity of boys between the
North and the South probably arose from the physical strength required and
the costly supervision needed in the farming chores of the Northeast. Cotton
and tobacco agriculture tended to conserve both on supervision costs and
strength for a number of reasons. Females and children were relatively more
productive in crops requiring extensive cultivation such as cotton and
tobacco, and cotton, in particular, favored the small in harvesting operations.
Furthermore cotton picking allowed a piece rate system of self-supervision
and was not only unaffected by incomplete harvesting, but also required
harvesting over a long period as the boilsmatured.7
Because high relative wages for females in the South persisted into the
post-bellum period (see line (2b) Table 1) and exist in cotton regions today
(see line (3)), it does not appear that slavery was the dominant cause
of the ante-belium wage ratio differences. Indeed slavery may have been a
comparatively more profitable labor system in areas whose dominant crops
favored the utilization of the female and younger portions of the labor
force, whose leisure, education, and home production were valued far less
than in a free labor system.8
Not only were the relative productivities of females and children low
in the Northeast, but their employment also appears to have been below that
considered, in the pre-industrial period, "full." While there are no formal
estimates of pre-industrial labor force participation rates, Hamilton spoke
of manufacturing affording "the employment of persons who would otherwise be
idle (p. 19)," the typical McLane Report respondent referred to the employment
of "females who had little else to do (Vol. I, p. 819)," and the view that
"mill labor was ...largelycomposed of women and children who were otherwise—15-
unemployed (Ware 1931, p. 226)" has been accepted by most scholars of the
Early Republic.
Regional variation in the process of industrialization has been attributed
to many factors. Among them the most widely debated for the Americancase
have been: capital market imperfections, political and culturaldifferences,
and the relative efficiency of slaves in cotton and tobaccoproduction. We
have added another possible reason for thesuperiority of the North in the
initial transition. When industrialization first took root in theNorth, it
was fueled by abundant and relatively cheap female and child labor. The
South may have had a large pool of unskilled labor, but it hasno group
whose relative productivity was low within the region.
The two-sector model has indicated that during the initial phase of in-
dustrialization, female labor would migrate to the industrial sector in a
greater proportion than would male labor. In the North this is precisely
what happened during the 1820 to 1850 period. The daughters of northern farm
families left home to work in factories for relatively brief periods of time.
This use of labor having a low product in agriculture encouraged the industrial-
ization of the Northeast. The impact of manufacturing and the factory system
on relative wage rates and employment of females and children is the topic
we next address.-16-
3.2 The Impact of Industrialization on Relative Wages and on the Unskilled
Labor Market, 1820 to 1850
It has long been recognized that women and children played an important
role in the early industrialization of both the U.S. and Great Britain, but
the actual extent of their employment has not been fully appreciated. Al-
though we have no information on the pre-industrial labor force participation
rates of females, the data that we have amassed, sketchy as they are, highlight
a spectacular change in the labor markets of the Northeast during the period
of early industrialization.
Over the two decades from about 1810 to 1832, the percentage of young
women (between the ages of 10 and 29) engaged in factory work increased from
near zero to somewhere between 10% and 30%, depending on the location in the
10 . Northeast. In Massachusetts and Rhode Island, the states which industrial-
ized most rapidly and for which we have the most reliable data, about 19% to
27% of all females 10 to 29 years old were reported in manufacturing employ-
ment in 1832. This figure increased in Massachusetts to about 40% by 1837,
if one also includes employment in the home production of palm leaf hats and
other items. Using the same procedures for 1850 results in figures ranging
from 27% to 33% for these states. Thus, at an early date in the nineteenth
century the states of New England were employing a substantial fraction of
their unmarried women in factory work. Because other occupations existed
for young women, e.g. teaching, domestic service, these figures provide a
lower bound to the actual labor force participation rates of this group and
attest to the tightness of this early labor market.
Another statistic that indicates the importance of non-adult male labor
in the process of industrialization is the percentage of the industrial labor
force composed of women and children. As we pointed out in the introduction,-17-
this figure was higher during theearly period of industrialization than it
was after. For the states of the Northeast,about 45% of the industrial
labor force was comprised of nonadultmales in 1832, but by 1850 this figure
11 had been reduced to about 33-s. A decomposition of the sources of the
relative decline in female workers forMassachusetts over the period 1837
to 1850 indicates that the sectoral shiftby industry in the total labor force
was more important than was the decline of theemployment of women within
particular industries.
The high percentage of the industrial laborforce composed of females
and children during the initialperiod of industrialization indicates the
extent to which individual firms substituted
relatively cheap female and
young labor for relatively expensive male labor. Traditionalhistorical sources
on early industrialization have pointed to theexistence of different tech-
nologies within a wide range of industries,giving entrepreneurs a broad menu
of factor proportions from which tochoose. Although the substitution of
unskilled labor and capital for skilledartisans is well known in the case
of cotton textiles, the substitution offemales and of children for adult
males was also achieved in boots and shoes(Hazard 1921), wool (Cole 1926),
glass (Davis 1949), and paperamong other industries. The percentage of a
firm's labor force that wascomposed of females and of children rose sub-
stantially from the small size class of one to fiveworkers, to the intermediate
class from six to fifteen workers. Thus, itwas the change from the
artisanal shop to the small factory thatwas behind the early utilization
of women and children. While some of thissubstitution involved large
amounts of capital, much involved merely anexpanded division of labor, in
the absence of the employment of a new andmore capital intensive technology. 12
The substantial utilization of females and of theyoung within manu-
facturing and the large percentage of thesegroups in the population employed—18—
TABLE 2
RELATIVE WAGE RATES IN MANUFACTURING, for two regions 1832 and 1850
Wf/W Wb/W
New England Middle AtlanticNew England Middle Atlantic
1832a .434 .424 .408 .393
[.388-.479 [.379-.468} [.304-.500] {,294-.482]







1832a: The estimate of the female to adult male (Wf/Wm)andboy to adult male
(Wb/Wm) wage ratios arederived from a set of wage regressions estimated over
a sample of 853 manufacturing firmsfrom the McLane Report (1832); See Table 3.
Because these wage ratios vary somewhat across industries, wehave given the
ranges in brackets. The average ratios givenare the midpoints of the reported
ranges in the case of (wf/wm), andthe average of the wage ratios estimated for
the various manufacturing industries in the caseof (wb/Wm)
1832b: These ratios utilize the 1832a femal.eand boy wage figures, but are
divided by 1832 wage rates for common laborers.The New England estimates is
Lebergott's (1964, p. 541), adjusted for avalue of $1.50/week board. Lebergott'S
estimate for the 1832 Middle Atlantic common laborer wage appearstoo high and
is inconsistent with other evidence. For example,it implies that common laborers
were paid higher wages than were the employeesof most manufacturing industries,
and it also indicates that the nominal wage for commonlaborers fell in the
Middle Atlantic between 1832 and 1850, while risingsignificantly in New England.
Thus, instead of employing Lebergott's estimateof 964/day, we use a figure
of 75.5/day, obtained from two independent methods.We have derived this
estimate by applying the New England-Middle Atlantic wagedifferential from
the regressions over manufacturing firms (in percentageterms) to the New
England wage for common laborers. In addition, an averageof the common
laborer wage rates given by J. Zabler, "FurtherEvidence on American Wage
Differentials," Explorations in Economic History (1972),and D. Adams, "Wage
Rates in the Early National Period: Philadelphia,1785-1830," Journal of
Economic History (1968) yields an almost identicalestimate.
continued .-19-
by industry suggest that relativewage ratios may have been radically altered
by industrializationWe therefore turn to a discussionof how early in—
dustrialization affected relative
wages, which were initially quite low in
these regions. Our estimates
of relative wage ratios inmanufacturing are
given in Table 2, where wesummarize findings from ourmore comprehensive
study of early industrialization(Goldin and Sokoloff, 1981).
Albert Gallatin, twiceSecretary of the Treasury, noted in 1831that
"female labor employed inmanufactures appears from therate of their wages
to be more productive thanif applied to theordinary occupation of women."3
Our principal findingconfirms this Supposition; wherevermanufacturing and
the factory systemevolved, the relative wages of femalesand of boys rose.
The wage data underlyingTable 2 have been derivedprimarily from a set of
wage regressions on firm-level data, ofwhich that for 1832 isgiven in
Table 3. Two wage ratio
estimates are presented in Table 2for each year:
figure 'a' uses our estimate of
male wages in manufacturing andfigure 'b'
uses estimates of a more uniform
worker's wage, that of a 'commonlaborer.'
Estimate 'b', which weprefer, is constructed to standardizemale workers,
because industrializationmay have widened the wage distribution foradult
men (Willianson and Lindert,
1980) although the majority ofmen were not
industrial workers.
Table 2 continued
l8SOa: The estimates of(Wf/W) are derived from a set of wage regressionsrun
over a sample of firms from the Census ofManufactures for 1850; see Goldin and Sokoloff (1981) for details.Thag industries, is given in brackets, and the point estimateis the midpoint of therange. The 1850 census did not require manufacturers todistinguish between adult males and boys, and thus we are unable tocompute (wb/w). Because of this aggregation
of adult males with boys,we have used wage rates for males only in industries
which employed few boys.
1850b: The (wf/w) figuresare based on the lSSOa femalewage estimates, but


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The usual assumption of homogeneous labor isa more accurate description of
the female and child labor force than of adult males.
Compared to the relative wages in Table 1 those for females in Table 2
are about 50% greater and indicate an increase in this ratio of about1.6%
per annum from 1815 to 1840.14The relative wage of females in manufacturing
increased even more later in the nineteenth century, reaching a long term level
of about 0.58 by 1880, where with onlyone decline (the early l930's) and
one large increase (World War II period) it has remained.15Therefore, in
the brief period of early industrialization therelative wage of females
increased at a remarkable rate, achieving a value thatwas 83% of its long
run figure, as opposed to that of the traditional sector whichwas only 52%
of it.
The estimates of (wf/w) in Table 2may even understate the impact of
industrialization on relative productivities, becausethey are not fully
adjusted for changes in the composition of the female labor force.Girls,
that is females below the age of sixteenyears, compris1from 20 percent to
25 percent of the total female workforce inmanufacturing in 1832, and their
wages were about 60 percent of a full-grown female worker's. Butyoung
girls were rarely hired in the agricultural and traditional seétorssince
their absolute wages barely covered their board, and theuse of young workers
was reduced considerably in the later periods of manufacturing. The bias
from including girl wages in the 1832 femaleaverage is on the order of 10
percent, and thus our best estimate of an adult femalewage divided by an
adult male wage increases to about o.so.16
What accounted for the rise in relativewages in advancing industrialization?
We suggest in Section 2.0 that the explanation could be foundin the implications
of a simple two-sector model. The division of labor andadoption of certain-22-
machinery in the industrial sector enabled both greater substitution of females
(unskilled) for males in manufacturing and relatively greater female (unskilled)
labor intensity. It might also be claimed, particularly during this early
period, that factory labor had to be compensated for harsher conditions, longer
hours, and more days per year than in the agricultural sectors. Although
there may be some truth to this statement, our findings indicate that females
and children were compensated, percentage-wise, to a greater degree than were
adult males, and thus there would still be an unexplained asymmetry.
Vthile the regressions for 1832 in Table 3 do indicate that female wages
rose with the size of the firm, male wages rose as well and in approximately
17 .. .
thesame proportion. The vast majority of these firms, particularly in
textiles, operated the maximum number of hours per day and about 310 days per
year, regardless of size. The increase in wages by sizeof firm, rather than
capturing a "satanic mill" differential, probably measures compensationfor
additional living costs incurred away from home and for the costs of vacation
travel back home. Furthermore, the differential by size of firm is insufficient
to reverse the contention that relative female and child productivity rose
with increasing industrialization.18
It should also be stressed that farm work was highly demanding, perhaps
requiring even more days per year than did manufacturing employment. Wage
ratios (Wf/Wm) in the agricultural sector closely resembled those in industry,
rising during both this period and at other times throughout the century,
as might be expected in a competitive labormarket.19 The fact that relative
wages rose in the agricultural sector is prima facie evidencethat the increase
in relative wages observed in manufacturing is not solely accounted for by
various types of compensatory payments to females.-23-
Industrialization not only increased relativewages, it also served to
increase greatly the participation offemales and the young in the market
economy, a factor of perhaps even greater
importance. One would expect,
therefore, that during the earlyyears of industrialization relativewages
might have been affected somewhat less,
since labor supply would have been
rather elastic. In terms of thetwo-sector model, the observed movementwould
be from (w) to (wf/w)N1,thus understating the increase inrelative
productivity at full employment. The decreasein the price of cotton textiles
and various other, previously
home-produced goods, may have served in addition
to lower the reservationwage of females. Thus the increase in relativewages
that we record for theearly nineteenth century is even moreimpressive.
It should also be noted thatwage ratios were somewhat higher in New
England than in the Middle Atlantic in 1832but that by 1850 a noticeable
erosion had taken place in thewage ratio for New England, while that for the
Middle Atlantic continued to rise,The decline in relativewages for females
in New England in 1850appears to have been the result of the large Irish
immigration to cotton mill towns and the firstmajor substitution of boys and
men for young women in various industries.
We have followed through the
implications of the two-sector model for the
case of the North, and have shown that bothrelative wages and labor force
participation rates increased for females andchildren. The most important
evidence with respect to our hypothesisas applied to the South is that
industrial development was rather limitedin that region. We have somewhat
less to report on the form thatindustrial employment took in thatregion
during the Early Republic. Evidence for bothregions from the 1850 Census
of Manufactures indicates that factorproportions between the agricultural
and industrial sectors differedmore in the North than in the South,as-24-
predicted by the two-sector model. A precise comparison is hindered by the
fact that global factor proportions differed between the two regions. A re-
lated indicator is the size distribution of firms by industry, since a more
intricate division of labor was frequently accompanied by the use of females
and children. In 1860 average employment in boots and shoes, and cotton
textiles was considerably lower in the South than in the North, but in in-
dustries that rarely used females and children (machinery and lunther) the South
had more laborers per firm (Bateman and Weiss 1981, p. 53). Another indication
of the inherent differences in the regions is that when industrial development
did come to the South in the form of cotton textiles, the family labor system
was utilized as it had been in Great Britain. Thus females and children,
although employed by cotton textiles in the South, formed a smaller percentage
of its labor force than they had done in the North earlier in the century.-25-
4.0 Concluding Remarks
Throughout our discussion of the historical evidencewe have pointed to an
empirical verification of our "relative productivity"hypothesis. Each of the
seven propositions we developed in Section 2.0 has beenexplored with our data
on, for example, relative wages and factor intensities. Tounify the discussion,
we summarize the empirical evidence bearing on each ofthe propositions:
(1)In the pre—industrial North the relative factorprice (Wf/W) was quite
low, ranging from about 0.30 to 0.35, while in theSouth this ratiowas consider-
ably higher, with a mean of about 0.58;
(2) The Northeast industrialized rapidly from 1820to 1850, while the South
remained agricultural;
(3) The relative factor price(wf/w) rose with industrial development in
the North, achieving a value of about 0.50during the early period, but it was still less than that in the agriculturalSouth;
(4) Females and children comprised a largepercentage of the northern manu-
facturing labor force, and although their employmentwas associated with in-
creasing mechanization in certain industries, the adoption ofan intricate divi-
sion of labor expanded their employment inmany others.itt is therefore important
to note that firms in the industrial sector of theSouth were considerably smaller
than those in the North;
(5) Female labor migrated to industry in the North inrelatively greater numbers than did male labor, and they were ableto migrate separately from men
because they were young, single women whoonly temporarily left their rural
families;
(6) The value of manufacturing output in the Northgreatly exceeded that in
the South, and the ratio of manufacturing andmining to agricultural output for
the non-South states was 8.7 times that for theSouth in 1860; and
(7) In the industrial countries of New England,a surprisingly large
fraction of the potential female labor forcewas employed in manufacturing,
and such employment substantially increased theparticipation of females and
children in the market economy.
One may wonder why these phenomena havegone largely unappreciated. There
are several equally worthy responses. In the firstplace,they have not been
entirely neglected. Various industry studies, particularly ofcotton textiles,
have •hinted at some of our general results. Buta paucity of data has hampered-26-
previous scholars, and none was able to recognize fully the universal nature
of the employment of females and children in the Early Republic. Furthermore,
although the first half of the nineteenth century can well be viewed as the
Industrial Revolution, various aspects of the industrial sector and of unskilled
labor markets were to change so markedly after 1850 that the initial features
we have detailed were to become relatively forgotten ones. Finally, our inter-
pretation of the changes in relative wages and employment by using a two-sector
model of industrialization weaves each of the seven propositions into a more
coherent story of economic change than has previously been suggested. In con-
clusion, factors with low relative productivity in agriculture were instrumental
in the initial adoption of the factory system and of industrialization in
general in the U.S., and we believe these results are applicable to contem-
porary phenomena in developing countries.FOOTNOTES
1See StanleyEngerman, "The Economic Impact of the CivilWar," Table 1, in
S. Engerman and R. Fogel, editors, TheReinterpretation of American Economic
History (1971). All commodity outputsare expressed in 1879 prices. The ratio
of manufacturing output to allregional income for the Northeast was 2.7 times
that in the South.
2Habakkuk (1962)hothesjzed that land abundance in the U.S.provided the
critical difference between its industrialdevelopment and that of England.
Simple two-sector, three input models (e.g. Clarkeand Summers, 1980) suggest
that the Habakkuk thesismay be incorrect, since if the demand elasticity for
agricultural goods is less thanone, an increase in land will, under most reason-
able assumptions, decrease thecapital to labor ratio in manufacturing. We
differ with both the original Habakkukargument and the revision for two reasons:
(1) other factors such as land ownership anddifferential land fertility could
account for intercountry differences in factorreturns to farming, and (2) it
is our contention that the employment ofwomen and children in the U.S. was
responsible for some of the observed differences inmachinery. Habakkuk re-
cognized the importance of female and child labor inhis discussion of the nature
of capital (see p. 65 in particular), butthis part of his analysis was ignored
in the debate that followed.
3Theassumption concerning migration between the two economies isa reasonable
one in the case of the U.S. because of slavery.
4The difference betweenthe A and M sectors inLf intensity may be due to a
third factor, capital. Although capitalmay now be complementary to skilled labor
it appears that capital was a substitute forskilled labor and human strength
in the nineteenth century. This substitutionwas delayed in agriculture forvarious reasons, but when technology did alter agricultural work, it was hoped
that it would raise the relative productivity of boys. Bidwell and Falconer
(1925) note in their post-1840 section that "one of the great benefits anticipated
from the introduction of agricultural machinery was the more complete utilization
of boy labor, for it was thought that the work which formerly required strong men
could then be done by means of machinery and boys (p. 275)."
5Our focus on relative productivity and therefore our standardization of the
two economies direct attention from other possible differences between the two
regions that could also account for their differential development. We ignore
differences in the accumulation of capital and factors which would give the South
an absolute advantage in agricultural production over the North.
6Bidwell and Falconer (1925) summarize their extensive reading of travellers'
reports with the statement that: "In New England only men as a rule were to
be seen in the fields, the women of the family assisting only occasionally
in harvest time (p. 116)." Harriet Martineau, reviewing her wide ranging
travels through the U.S. during 1834 to 1835, states: "The German women
are the only women seen in the fields and gardens in America, except a very
few Dutch, and the slaves in the South" (Vol. 1, p. 299) and "It is not the
custom in America for women (except slaves) to work out of doors" (Vol. II,
p. 54), Society in America (New York, 1837). It is curious that New England
women did not engage in much dairy work, as was the custom in the other dairy
regions in America. On this issue see Bidwell and Falconer (1925), p. 163.
7Metzer's (1975) study of ante-helium southern plantations indicates that
slave children began picking cotton at age five and that "the number of days
in which slaves were engaged in picking declined with age, and females picked
for more days per season than males in each age group (p. 135)." Even thoughmales (over age 16) had an absoluteadvantage over females in cotton picking,
females had a comparative advantage andtherefore picked a greater percentage
of the mandays allocated to that task.
81t should alsobe noted that because northern women and childrenmay have had
reservation wages above the full employment"equilibrium (see model in section
2.0), observed wage relatives are overstated for theN economy in comparison
to that for S, where all slave laborwas employed.
9Lebergott's (1964,pp. 125-129) perceptive discussion,whjch stresses the
importanceof female labor and changes in femalewage rates in early cotton
textile factories,is an exception.
'°Thesefigures have been computed by dividing total female manufacturing
employment by the female population 10 to 29 years old. The 10 to 29year
old group is used because female workers were almostalways unmarried. The
1832 data are from the McLane Report (1832), the 1837figures are from the
1837Statisticsof Industry in Massachusetts, and all other data are from
the relevant U.S. Census of Manufactures. Additional information aboutthe
data can be found in Goldin and Sokoloff (1981).
Manufacturing. Labor Force Participation Rates, 1832 to 1860
1832 1837 1850 1860
Connecticut .116 .226 .231
Massachusetts [.27l;.187J {.402;.297] .329 .284
New Hampshire {.ll6;.l05J .201 .220
Rhode Island [.226;.246J .265 .333
Where two figures have been given, thelarger one includes women in home workshop
production.11The 1832 figure for the Northeast adjusts the McLane Report (1832)
data for the under-enumeration of small firms, given industry mix, but
does not adjust for the possible bias toward industries with large firms.
There was no separate enumeration of boys from all males in 1850. Data
for Massachusetts from its industrial censuses indicate the decline in the
percentage of females occurred after 1837. The data forfemale and
child workers as a percentage of all workers in manufacturing for the states
of the Northeast are as follows:
Females Boys Females and Boys
1832 Northeast 38.2 8.6 46.8
1850 Northeast 28.3
1860 Northeast 26.1
1870 Northeast 2l.1(adults 27.1
only)
12
The percentage of a firm's labor force that was female rose from 1.9% (3.7%)
for 1 to 5 workers, to 12.8% (11.9%) for 6 to 15, to 20.2% (32.6%) for >16in
1820 (1850, Northeast). The role of a greater division of labor in determining
these percentages is made most forcefully by Davis (1949) in the case of the
glass industry, with regard to boy labor:
"When window glass was first manufactured in the U.S., it was
customary not only for the blower to gather his own glass but also to
blow, cut, and flatten it. In 1820 [larger firms]. .. frequently
had assistants or apprentices who relieved the blowers of certain
of the more minor and unskilled steps of the process. In time,
the division of labor was greatly elaborated. .. (p.48)"
13Albert Gallatin, "Free Trade Memorial," reprinted in F.W. Taussig, editor,
State Papers and Speeches on the Tariff (1892), p. 129.
14This growth rate uses an estimate of 0.30 for (wf/wffl) in 1815 and one of 0.45
for 1840.15Wages in manufacturingare for full-time workers. The 0.58 figure is an
average of those for 1900 to 1929 and 1955 to 1960. The late nineteenth
century
data are from Long's reworking of the AldrichReport, (C. Long, The Labor Force
Under Changing Income arid Employment, Princeton,1958). Those for the twentieth
century splice figures from A. Beney, Wages, Hours, andEmployment in the U.S.
1914-1936, National Industrial Conference Board(l936),Current
Population Surveys,
Series P-60 (1945 to l960),and Lebergott (1964).
16From Table 2(Wf/W) 0.45, where Wf -aWf÷ (l-a)wf, andWf =thewage
for female children,Wf =thewage for adult females, and a the percentage of
all female laborers who are girls. We estimate fromthe McLane Report that
from 20 percent to 25 percent of all femaleworkers were girls (i.e., a =0.20
to 0.25) and from the Rhode Island returns of theMcLane Report that
(Wf /wf )0.60.Therefore, when Wf =$2.50per week, and W =$5.56,
Wf
c=$2.72 per week (with a =0.20)or Wf $2.78 per week (with a =0.25).
Thus (wf/w) 0.50 . the issue of theaages of females working in the
agricultural sector, McLane Report respondents frequentlyused the age category
sixteen to twenty-four in describing female domestics(e.g. Vol. II, p. 46),
and generally stated that younger children couldbarely earn their board.
(See also Notes to Table 1).
17The use of sizeclass dummies indicates that it was primarily thevery large
firms (>100workers) which had higher female wages, although femalewages
did begin to rise with firms having 25 ormore workers.18
The implicit argument we are making is that the very large firms whose labor
forces were overwhelmingly housed in "dormitories" had to pay a premium to all
workers as compensation for the real costs of moving and for additional board.
Firms locating in more rural counties, therefore, would have to attract workers
from further distances and would have higher wages as a result. The Table 3
female regression, though, appears to indicate that the county urbanization rate
was unimportant, but this results from the inclusion of indtry dummies and
the total labor force. The equation omitting these factors is:
log (wf) =4.466+0.075New England dummy -0.137log (urbanization rate)
(83.6)(1.44) (—5.68)
R2 =0.83;N393; "t" statistics in
parentheses
Thus there is collinearity between large firms (mainly in textiles) and low
rates of urbanization (water power sites). It should also be mentioned that
regressions similar to those in Table 3 for 1850 (see Goldin and Sokoloff, 1981)
indicate that size of firm was not a determinant of earnings. Migration and
immigration during the 1840's therefore eliminated the premium we measure
for 1832.
19D. Adams, "Workers on the Brandywine: The Response to Early Industrial-
ization," (1980) finds nearly identical ratios of (w 1w )foragriculture and fm
manufacturing in the Brandywine area of Delaware, which industrialized quite early
in the nineteenth century. Data on agricultural wages on a rural Ohio farm
(Holmes 1912, p. 16) indicate that the rate of increase of (wf/wm; with board)
from 1836-40 to 1885-91 was about 1.26% average annually. More extensive data
from the early twentieth century show that relative wages in agriculture were
approximately equal to those in manufacturing, e.g. in 1906 (Wf/Wm) =0.565in
the North Atlantic states, for hiring by the day, without board (Holmes 1912,
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A Note on Our Sources:
We have relied extensively on two sources: the Documents Relative to the
Statistics of Manufactures in the U.S., known as the 1832 McLane Report, and
the 1850 schedules of the Federal Census of Manufactures, sampled for the
Northeast by Fred •Bateman and Tom Weiss. There was no census of manufactures
in 1830, and the 1832 document contains the answers to an extensive set of
questions circulated to manufacturing firms by the Secretary of the Treasury,
Louis McLane. Various problems exist in using each of these data sets. Most
important among our concerns is that the 1832 data under-represent small firms,
and the information on workers and their wages differs in coverage and defini-
tion from census to census. The McLane Report generally listed adult males
separately from boys less than 17 years old, with females of all ages grouped
together. Wages were typically given as a daily average for each group of
laborers, although coverage and detail varied considerably by state. The 1850
labor force and wage data were given for males of all ages and for females of
all ages separately, with no separate category for children.